[Sting challenge: indications and execution].
Venom immunotherapy (VIT) is a highly effective treatment for Hymenoptera venom allergy. However, VIT treatment may fail to protect against systemic reactions. Many in vitro parameters as well as skin test reactivity change during the course of VIT; however, similar to the pre-treatment situation, there is no in vitro parameter, which reliably indicates the clinical reactivity of a sensitized patient. Sting challenge with the culprit insect is the only tool which reveals clinical reactivity. To define the indications, contraindications and performance of sting challenge tests. Review of the literature. Sting challenge tests are not recommended for individuals who are not being treated with VIT, and are also not recommended as a routine diagnostic method for patients who have stopped VIT. Indications of sting challenge are identification of patients who are not protected, and quality of life issues. Major contraindications of sting challenge are repeated side effects or a field sting reaction during maintenance VIT, and unstable medical disease. Risk factors for treatment failure are mastocytosis, bee venom allergy, repeated side effects of VIT, and ACE inhibitors. Protection rate is significantly better in patients who are treated with elevated venom dose, with double VIT, and longer treatment duration. For the majority of patients quality of life will significantly improve after tolerated sting challenge. A sting challenge test is particularly important in those patients who are at increased risk due their increased risk of treatment failure. If in patients with risk factors for treatment failure, VIT is done with elevated dose or if no risk factors are present, a sting challenge may not be needed. VIT with an elevated dose may prevent or correct treatment failure.